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Abstract—Traditional radio monitoring and management largely depend on radio spectrum data analysis, which requires considerable domain experience and heavy cognition effort and frequently results in incorrect signal judgment and incomprehensive situation awareness. Faced with increasingly complicated electromagnetic environments, radio supervisors urgently need additional data sources and advanced analytical technologies to enhance their situation awareness ability. This paper introduces a visual analytics approach for electromagnetic situation awareness. Guided by a detailed scenario and requirement analysis, we first propose a signal clustering method to process radio signal data and a situation assessment model to obtain qualitative and quantitative descriptions of the electromagnetic situations. We then design a two-module interface with a set of visualization views and interactions to help radio supervisors perceive and understand the electromagnetic situations by a joint analysis of radio signal data and radio spectrum data. Evaluations on real-world data sets and an interview with actual users demonstrate the effectiveness of our prototype system. Finally, we discuss the limitations of the proposed approach and provide future work directions.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Radio communication is a technology that modulates electrical signals (e.g., sounds and images) onto electromagnetic waves to transmit information through space. The electromagnetic spectrum is an indispensable but finite natural resource for carrying electromagnetic waves. Any electromagnetic wave must occupy a small contiguous section of the electromagnetic spectrum for information transmission. With the explosive growth of various radio devices (e.g., cellphones, Wi-Fi, and radars), the demand for the spectrum resource has rapidly increased. This increment has led to increasingly complex electromagnetic environments.

Radio supervisors in radio administration bureaus are in charge of radio monitoring and management (RMM) within their jurisdictions to achieve the orderly use of the spectrum resource. Their daily work can be described as a top-down process of situation awareness on electromagnetic environments. First, they regularly sense the overall situation of frequency occupancy in a monitoring band. Second, they recognize important or high-risk sub-bands and identify existing radio signals. Finally, they detect, explicate, and prevent communication anomalies, such as the unsteadiness of authorized signals and the illegal spectrum occupations of unauthorized signals.

For a long time, the daily work of radio supervisors has largely depended on the analysis of radio spectrum data (SpeData). SpeData are collected by sensing equipment and converted from analog-to-digital (AD) sampling sequence data (Figure 1(a–c)). As semi-structured data, SpeData can reflect the spectrum occupancy situation but cannot directly reveal existing radio signals and their characteristics. Hence, radio supervisors need to view traditional spectrum diagrams [4, 23] (e.g., amplitude-frequency and time-frequency diagrams, as shown in Figure 2(a–b)) all the time. Consequently, RMM requires considerable domain experience. Radio supervisors commonly suffer from heavy cognition load. Incorrect signal judgment and incomprehensive situation awareness frequently occur in their daily work.

Introducing additional data sources into RMM is an inevitable trend [24]. Radio signal data (SigData) are fully structured data extracted from SpeData (occasionally combined with AD sampling sequence data) through a series of complicated signal processing procedures (Figure 1(d)). As a new RMM data source, SigData have preliminarily identified existing radio signals and their characteristics, which will help reduce the requirements of domain experience and the cognition burden of radio supervisors. However, several challenges remain in practice. First, a non-instantaneous radio signal is recorded multiple times in SigData because of the ongoing communication monitoring. Second, traditional spectrum diagrams cannot properly depict the time-frequency distribution and multidimensional time-varying patterns of characterized radio signals in SigData (Figure 2(c–d)). Lastly, radio supervisors require advanced tools to help them assess, perceive, and understand complex electromagnetic situations through the joint use of SigData and SpeData.

Figure 1. Acquisition of SpeData and SigData: (a) radio sensing equipment, (b) AD sampling sequence data, (c) SpeData converted from AD sampling sequence data through fast Fourier transform, and (d) SigData extracted from SpeData and AD sampling sequence data.

Figure 2. Traditional spectrum diagrams used to visualize SpeData and SigData: (a) a SpeData frame in a spectrum amplitude-frequency diagram, (b) a group of sequential spectrum frames in a spectrum time-frequency diagram, (c) SigData in a spectrum amplitude-frequency diagram, and (d) SigData in a spectrum time-frequency diagram.
In this study, we propose a visual analytics approach to help radio supervisors achieve an efficient and comprehensive electromagnetic situation awareness. A new signal clustering method is proposed to address the issue of duplicate signal records in SigData. By adopting the divide-and-conquer concept, the proposed method applies a grid division to distinguish dense and sparse areas of signal records in the data space composed of frequency and bandwidth. Then, an improved density clustering algorithm is utilized to apply different clustering treatments for the two area types. Moreover, we fully consider the role of detection time, strength, and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to further improve the accuracy of SigData clustering.

A novel signal time-frequency (STF) diagram is designed to help radio supervisors interactively analyze SigData. The STF diagram is equipped with two visualization modes. The first is the river mode, which adopts a river metaphor to encode a signal’s four basic characteristics along a time axis. Thus, radio supervisors can easily perceive the time-frequency distribution and multidimensional time-varying patterns of signals during real-time monitoring. The second is the scatter mode, which provides three scatterplot encoding styles and rich interactions to enable radio supervisors to perform multi-perspective and interactive SigData exploration when communication anomalies occur.

We design and implement a visual analysis prototype system to help radio supervisors assess, perceive, and understand electromagnetic situations. The system consists of a qualitative and quantitative situation assessment model and an interactive interface. For the situation assessment model, we consider various influencing factors in the design of a situation assessment index system. Then, we utilize diverse computational analysis methods to derive qualitative and quantitative situation descriptions. For the interface, a two-module design that includes a monitoring module and an exploring module is applied to support interactive situation perception and understanding. The monitoring module, which contains a situation visualization view and a river-mode STF diagram, aims to help radio supervisors quickly perceive the overall electromagnetic situation and signal distribution of the monitored band. The exploring module, which contains a scatter-mode STF diagram and two spectrum diagrams, is designed to promote the joint analysis of SigData and SpeData. This joint analysis can help radio supervisors understand high-risk situations and explore the root causes of communication anomalies. To evaluate our approach, we conducted a signal clustering experiment and a case study using real-world data sets. We also interviewed two target users.

The main contributions of this work are as follows:

- A signal clustering method that integrates multiple clustering strategies and considers multiple signal characteristics to process SigData;
- An STF diagram that visualizes the results of signal clustering and supports interactive SigData explorations;
- A visual analysis prototype system that helps users assess, perceive and understand complex electromagnetic situations.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Visualization for RMM

RMM has undergone three technological revolution stages, namely, informationization, networking, and intellectualization. The rapid development of information technology at the end of the 20th century led to the emergence of various software and hardware systems for RMM. The networking stage of about 10 years interconnected a large number of radio sensing equipment to support gridding and seamless RMM. In the current intellectualization stage, cognitive radio technologies[6, 54] drive new levels of high-throughput and low-interference radio spectrum multiplexing, and advanced data analysis technologies[9, 50] gain insights from various data resources to promote management innovation. Our work belongs to advanced data analysis for RMM innovation.

With the evolution of the visualization community, visualizations for RMM have experienced three development phases, namely, scientific visualization[51], information visualization[37, 57, 61, 73, 74], and visual analysis[11, 20, 66, 67, 76]. Scientific visualization in this domain focuses on electromagnetic field simulations, which involve 3D graphical representations of simulation data generated by computational models of electromagnetic radiation phenomena of radio signal sources. Electromagnetic field simulations are mainly applied in military and aerospace fields.

A few studies have been conducted on radio astronomy and commercial software. For example, Hassan et al.[39] visualized the electromagnetic radiation phenomena of the entire Milky Way by using a distributed volume rendering. Vigen[1] developed an iPad application for displaying radio signal locations such as Wi-Fi and cell phone towers.

Information visualization in this domain generally refers to spectrum visualizations, which visualize SpeData to help people observe the distributions of radio signals in terms of frequency, signal strength and time. Spectrum amplitude-frequency and time-frequency diagrams[4, 23] are well-known visualizations that have been widely used in commercial software and hardware systems, such as Rohde & Schwarz and TEK product families[2, 3]. Meanwhile, a few improved visualizations have been reported. For example, Kincaid[41] integrated a Focus+Context interaction into a classic amplitude-frequency diagram. Chen et al.[17] and Sharakhov et al.[58] proposed 3D time-frequency diagrams.

Radio administration bureaus currently face with various data resources and increasingly complex analytical tasks. Thus, traditional electromagnetic field simulations and spectrum visualizations need to be extended to visual analysis with high data cooperation and strong human-computer interaction[12, 25, 31]. Only a few pioneering researchers have worked on this issue. Crnovrsanin et al.[24] proposed the first visual analytics approach for RMM. The authors integrated wavelet and principal component analyses to process SigData, and provided a multi-view interactive interface to help radio managers recognize and locate special signals and signal repeaters in a monitored area. Cantu et al.[15] constructed the first 3D immersive visual analysis environment for multidimensional radar signal data analysis.

Our work differs from the aforementioned visual analysis studies in two aspects. First, two types of data are used simultaneously in our work to accomplish analytical tasks that require close data cooperation. Second, our work focuses on the situation awareness of electromagnetic environments, which is a completely new scenario of applying visual analysis in RMM.

2.2 Visualization for Situation Awareness

The concept of situation awareness was proposed by Endsley[32]. Early studies mainly focused on the design of advanced situation assessment models or algorithms. In recent years, human-centered visualization and visual analysis methods[19, 28, 53] have been introduced into the entire process of situation awareness, including situation perception, understanding, and even prediction. Many important achievements have been obtained in a wide range of application domains[7, 16, 36, 62]. For example, VisFlowConnect[72], NVisionIP[44], and VisAlert[48] are famous visualization approaches for cyber security situation awareness. Ebert et al.[42] proposed a large-scale visual analysis system to facilitate the situation awareness of infrastructure security when a city or country encounters natural disasters. Zhou et al.[75] designed a visual analysis system to help users perceive and understand the current operating situation of a complex manufacturing facility. Ross et al.[49, 55] developed a set of interactive situation awareness tools for the community crime prediction. This study can be regarded as the first attempt to introduce visual analysis technologies into electromagnetic situation awareness.

2.3 Visualization for Time Series Analysis

Extensive research has been conducted on the visualization and analysis of time series data[5]. The methods proposed by these studies can be categorized into theoretical, technological, and application approaches. Theoretical approaches aim to explore the principles and rules of visual designs and visual perceptions of time-varying patterns[13, 35]. Technological approaches propose new time series visualizations[40, 43, 52] or improve existing visualizations[8, 30, 47]. The application approaches focus on addressing the tasks and challenges of time series data analysis in specific scenarios[21, 45, 68], such as medical diagnosis[22, 69], topic evolution in social media[26, 27], and behavior analysis in a wide range of application domains[18, 59, 63, 70]. Our work is an application approach. In the application domain of RMM, several studies have been conducted to improve traditional spectrum diagrams[17, 58], but a few studies have performed the time-varying pattern analysis of electromagnetic situations and signal characteristics. We consulted many time series visualization studies to guide our visualization design. We obtained considerable inspirations from pixel[38, 60, 65], flow-style[47, 61, 76], and river-style...
visualizations [14, 40, 43].

3  DATA, SCENARIO, AND REQUIREMENT

3.1 Data Abstraction

SpeData formatted in frequency frames are generally used in RMM. As shown in Figure 1(a–c), a frequency frame has a group of information elements, including sensing time, frequency band, number of frequency points, and frequency spectrum array. For example, a certain frame has a frequency band ranging from 900 MHz to 950 MHz with 1,024 frequency sampling points equally distributed in the band. Its frequency spectrum array records the signal amplitudes of all the frequency points at a certain moment. Relatively high amplitudes indicate that the corresponding frequency points may be occupied by radio signals. As a result, SpeData effectively reflect the distribution of occupied frequencies in a monitoring frequency band but cannot directly indicate the number of actual radio signals existing in the band.

SigData are extracted from SpeData, as shown in Figure 1(d). SigData are fully structured in the form of multidimensional data records with time information. A SigData record, also known as a signal feature vector (SFV), presents the basic signal characteristics of a detected radio signal, mainly including detecting time, center frequency, bandwidth, strength, and SNR. For instance, a certain SFV indicates that a radio signal with a center frequency of 950 MHz, a bandwidth of 2,101 MHz, a strength of −69 dBm, and a SNR of 50 dB was detected at 9:30:05 am. Accordingly, SigData characterize the radio signals that may actually exist.

3.2 Scenario and Challenges

Our target users are radio supervisors in radio administration bureaus who are responsible for monitoring the electromagnetic environments of special areas (e.g., airports, harbors, and power stations) and maintaining the normal communication of several important signals (e.g., air traffic control tower communication or mobile communication). Traditionally, supervisors conduct their daily work largely through the SpeData analysis of actual non-instantaneous signals. Supervisors are accustomed to utilizing spectrum amplitude-frequency and hopping spectrum technologies, make it difficult to clustering is essential for real-time monitoring.

C1: SigData clustering. Signal clustering is a procedure in radio signal processing that separates actual non-instantaneous signals from radiation sources and sensing data sets on the basis of the signals’ core characteristics (i.e., center frequency and bandwidth). Any non-instantaneous signal is normally recorded multiple times in SigData because of continuous monitoring. Thus, clustering SFVs is a necessary data preprocessing task. However, this task is difficult for many reasons. First, possible environmental noises and signal interferences cause the SFVs’ values in the same signal to fluctuate within a certain range. Second, the number of actual signals in a monitoring band is generally unpredictable, and their distributions in frequency and bandwidth may be uneven. Third, several communication systems, such as adaptive frequency and hopping spectrum technologies, make it difficult to clustering is essential for real-time monitoring.

C2: Presenting the patterns of radio signals in frequency and time. Supervisors are accustomed to utilizing spectrum amplitude-frequency and time-frequency diagrams to obtain the overall situation of spectrum occupancy from semi-structured and nearly continuous SpeData. However, massive scattered data points are observed when fully structured SigData are presented by these diagrams, as shown in Figure 2(c–d). Thus, supervisors cannot perceive the spectrum occupancy situation nor determine the time-varying patterns of signal characteristics.

C3: Achieving comprehensive situation awareness. Electromagnetic environments are complicated and change constantly. Situation assessment normally requires the full consideration of various factors, and situation understanding entails a thorough analysis of sufficient contextual information. The use of SigData facilitates the introduction of advanced analytics into supervisors’ daily work. New tools are required to help supervisors achieve an efficient and comprehensive situation awareness.

3.3 Requirement Analysis

We conducted a series of in-depth and meticulous research procedures, including face-to-face interviews, discussions, and preliminary data analysis, on our target users to understand the users’ requirements. We formulated two requirements (R1–R2) for automatic data analysis and four requirements (R3–R6) for interactive data analysis to guide our study.

R1: Cluster SigData accurately and efficiently. Signal clustering is the first step of using SigData in RMM. An appropriate method is required to quickly obtain reasonable clustering results from SigData.

R2: Evaluate the electromagnetic situations quantitatively and qualitatively. Numerous factors should be considered when creating measurable and comprehensive situation descriptions. The descriptions can guide the subsequent data analysis.

R3: Support intuitive situation perception. The calculation results of the situation assessment model should be presented in an intuitive manner. Accordingly, users can easily perceive the current situation, its recent change trend, and high-risk frequency sub-bands.

R4: Visualize the results of signal clustering. Users require a new diagram to visualize the results of signal clustering so that they can identify the distribution and time-varying patterns of the signals currently existing in the monitoring band.

R5: Facilitate deep situation understanding. An interactive data analysis tool is required to involve users in the analysis of contextual information for situation understanding because their domain experience is essential in explaining the causes of anomalies.

R6: Use familiar visual metaphors and lightweight interactions. Most target users lack sufficient experience in using visual analysis systems. The visual design should be easy to read, and the interactive operations should be easy to use.

4  SYSTEM OVERVIEW

We design a visual analysis prototype system to help radio supervisors assess, perceive, and understand electromagnetic situations. The system workflow is shown in Figure 3. After the preparation of SigData and SpeData, the system primarily includes two phases. In the computational analysis phase, we initially perform a signal clustering process on SigData (R1). Then, we conduct a situation assessment on the basis of the clustering results (R2). In the interactive analysis phase, we provide radio supervisors with an interactive interface. The interface uses a monitoring module to present the results of situation assessment and signal clustering for situation perception (R3, R4). It also contains an exploring module to provide a joint analysis of SigData and SpeData for situation understanding (R5). On the basis of the observation and exploration in the interactive analysis phase, users can reset the parameters of the computational methods to obtain new signal clustering and situations assessment results. They can even directly adjust the signal clustering results on the interactive interface (R6).

![Figure 3. System workflow.](image)

5  COMPUTATIONAL ANALYSIS

5.1 Signal Clustering

Signal clustering identifies actual radio signals in SigData in accordance with the basic rule that the SFVs of the same signal should have a similar distribution and time-varying patterns. Each cluster represents an actual radio signal. However, traditional clustering methods (e.g., k-means and DBSCAN) experience difficulties in achieving accurate and efficient signal clustering as mentioned in C1. We propose a new method for clustering signals in SigData. This section elaborates the five major steps of the proposed method.

5.1.1 Grid Division

Radio communication often presents an uneven signal distribution. A number of radio signals may be crowded in a narrow frequency band...
or have a similar bandwidth. In this work, we use a grid division to distinguish the areas with dense and sparse SFV distributions in the data space composed of frequency and bandwidth. In this manner, different clustering strategies can be used in the two types of areas to reduce the impact of the uneven signal distribution on the accuracy and efficiency of signal clustering. Specifically, we initially divide each dimension of the frequency-bandwidth data space into \( m \) equal-sized grids. Then, we calculate the number of SFVs in each grid. Finally, we distinguish dense and sparse grids on the basis of a density threshold \( MinPts \). Referring to [71], we set the grid number \( m \) with \( \sqrt{N} \). Referring to [29], we measure the density threshold \( MinPts \) with the average density of non-empty grids. The two settings are expressed as

\[
m = \text{int} \left( \sqrt{N} \right), \quad MinPts = \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} density_i \right) / z,
\]

where \( N \) represents the total number of SFVs, \( z \) represents the number of non-empty grids, and \( density_i \) denotes the density of a non-empty grid.

### 5.1.2 Dense Area Processing

Empirically, most SFVs in dense grids are constant signals because of continuous and long-term communication. As identity characteristics, the center frequency and bandwidth of a constant signal are supposed to be constant during communication, although small fluctuations in the two characteristics may occasionally occur. Therefore, SFVs with a compact Gaussian convex distribution and a clear boundary in the frequency-bandwidth data space normally represent an actual constant signal. This phenomenon is in line with the clustering hypothesis proposed by the authors in [56]. They stated that in the fast density-based clustering method (FDP), the center data point of a cluster usually has a higher density than its surrounding data points and relatively large distances from other cluster centers.

In accordance with the FDP method, a basic clustering strategy is formed for dense grids. We initially treat the SFVs in all dense grids as a whole area. Then, we distinguish the SFVs that can be regarded as cluster centers. Lastly, we classify the other SFVs into the nearest cluster center to complete the clustering. Notably, this process has two key points. The first point is that the FDP method measures the density of an SFV by calculating the number of SFVs within its cutoff distance \( dc \). Such density measurement is sensitive to the setting of \( dc \). The second point is that the FDP method does not provide a quantitative method for determining the number of cluster centers.

For density measurement, we propose to use the \( K \)-nearest neighbor kernel density [64]. We first find the \( K \)-nearest SFVs to the current examined SFV \( i \). Then, we calculate their density using a kernel density function. The local density \( \rho (i) \) is defined as

\[
\rho (i) = \sum_{j \in K(i)} \exp \left( -d(i,j) \right) / k,
\]

where \( k \) is usually the value \( \sqrt{N} \), \( K(i) \) is the \( K \)-nearest neighbors of SFV \( i \), and \( d(i,j) \) represents the Euclidean distance between SFVs \( i \) and \( j \). This density can be accurately estimated because the fixed \( dc \)-distance is discarded, and it can be efficiently calculated because only a few neighbor SFVs are involved in the computation.

To determine the number of cluster centers automatically, we apply the relative density proposed in [34]. Our basic idea is that if an SFV is a cluster center, then no SFV whose density and minimum distance are larger than those of the cluster center SFV exists in its \( K \)-nearest neighbors. That is, the SFV’s local relative density and local relative minimum distance in its \( K \)-nearest neighbors should be equal to 1. We define the local relative density \( \rho^*(i) \) and relative minimum distance measure \( \delta^*(i) \) of SFV \( i \) as

\[
\rho^*(i) = \frac{\rho (i)}{\max_{j \in K(i) \setminus \{i\}} \rho (j)}, \quad \delta^*(i) = \frac{\delta (i)}{\max_{j \in K(i) \setminus \{i\}} \delta (j)}.
\]

where \( \delta (i) = \min_{j \in \mathcal{P}(j) \setminus \{i\}} d(i,j) \).

We regard SFV \( i \) as a cluster center when \( \rho^*(i) = 1 \) and \( \delta^*(i) = 1 \). After traversing all SFVs, we obtain many SFVs whose number is exactly the number of cluster centers.

### 5.1.3 Sparse Area Processing

Sparsely distributed SFVs are commonly ignored in many grid-based clustering methods, but this is not the case in signal clustering. On one hand, several SFVs in sparse grids may be boundary SFVs that belong to the clusters of adjacent dense grids. On the other hand, periodic short-term signals may exist in sparse grids. These signals appear periodically and transiently. They usually contain a certain number of SFVs that are less than a constant signal but more than an instantaneous signal. Therefore, it is possible to distinguish these signals in the signal clustering.

In terms of possible cluster boundary SFVs, for each SFV in sparse grids, we calculate the distances from the SFV to all cluster centers in its adjacent dense grids. The SFV is assigned to the corresponding cluster when the distance is less than the grid width. Regarding periodic short-term signals, for each sparse grid, we initially use the clustering method of the dense area to process the SFVs. Then, we observe the SFVs’ time distribution in each obtained cluster. A cluster can be regarded as a periodic short-term signal when the SFVs of this cluster cover most of the monitored period. Otherwise, all SFVs of this cluster are considered noises. We use an empirical value of 80% for this time span ratio.

### 5.1.4 Interference Processing

Several SFVs in a cluster may have low strength or SNR values. This condition commonly indicates that a signal, especially a constant one, is disturbed by environmental noises or unknown signals, thereby leading to poor communication quality or even temporary interruption. Therefore, we conduct an interference process to re-examine the strength and SNR values of the SFVs in the obtained clusters. If the strength or SNR of an SFV is below the strength threshold or the SNR threshold set by users, then the SFV is treated as a noise. This process can facilitate the detection of short-time interruptions or instability of constant signals.

### 5.1.5 Authorized Signal Inspection

When users have an authorized signal library that records the major registered radio signals allowed for lawful communication, this step must be performed so that the obtained signals match the library signals in terms of time, center frequency, and bandwidth. If an obtained signal already exists in the library, then it is an authorized signal. Otherwise, it is unauthorized and should be heeded by users for further analysis.

### 5.2 Situation Assessment

Electromagnetic situation awareness is immensely complex and challenging (C3). In many sophisticated applications introduced in subsection 2.3, objective situation assessment and human-in-loop interactive analysis are well combined to achieve situation awareness. On this basis, we propose a situation assessment model based on SigData and signal clustering results to provide quantitative and qualitative electromagnetic situation descriptions. This model is expected to reduce users’ cognitive load and domain-experience requirements in situation assessment and facilitate the subsequent situation analysis. The assessment index system and situation-level generation of the model are described in detail below.

### 5.2.1 Assessment Index System

We design a multi-index system by considering various influencing factors formulated from domain knowledge and expert experience. Each index represents a situational factor and all indexes are combined to describe an overall electromagnetic situation. A time interval and a given frequency band are essential for real-time situation monitoring. In this work, we use a 10s time interval and a frequency unit of 1 MHz by default. In other words, the entire band is equally divided into 1 MHz sub-bands. For each sub-band, we design 12 situation indexes that can be classified into indexes for all signals (AL), authorized signals (AU), unauthorized signals (UN), and noise (NO) from the perspective of signal types. They can also be categorized into indexes for frequency domain (FRE), time domain (TIM), and energy domain (STR) in terms of signal characteristics. These indexes form a hierarchical tree structure that conjointly describes the situation of a 1 MHz sub-band in 10s. Moreover, the index system is an experience-based textual description. The quantitative situation values of these indexes need to be calculated by introducing diverse computational analysis methods. The specific calculation methods of the 12 indexes are provided in the supplementary material of this paper.
We design a system interface with two visual analysis modules, namely, we select the maximum membership degree from the weighted vector as this design can avoid stacking excessive information in one interface and can support dual-screen display with necessary software and hardware. Information from multiple perspectives and support flexible interactions. The interface at this time should present rich contextual understanding. The interface in this mode when any abnormal clue is observed. In this mode, the overall situation and signal distribution is required. Users switch to intuitive and up-to-date presentation of necessary information related to data presentation and interactive analysis. In the monitoring mode, users are required to observe the current electromagnetic situation and its recent change trend. The signal monitoring view uses an STF diagram with a river visualization mode to depict the signal distribution in time and frequency and the time-varying patterns of the signals’ characteristics. Its visual encoding is illustrated in (d).

5.2.2 Situation-level Generation
Situation-level generation transforms calculated quantitative index values into readable qualitative situation levels. Referring to [75], we use a three-step method to generate situation levels. (1) We define five levels of the electromagnetic situation of a sub-band in a period on the basis of the partition method of American National Security Level. The five levels are expressed as dimensionless points from 1 to 5, [1 = low, 2 = guarded, 3 = elevated, 4 = high, 5 = severe]. (2) For an individual index, we initially use a trapezoidal fuzzy membership function [10, 75] to transform a situation value into a fuzzy membership vector belonging to the five situation levels by combining the thresholds provided by users. Then, we select the maximum degree of the fuzzy membership vector as the situation level of the index. (3) For the assessment index system, we construct a fuzzy relation matrix to generate a weighted fuzzy membership vector in accordance with the weights of the 12 indexes provided by users. Then, we select the maximum membership degree from the weighted vector as the overall situation level of the index system.

6 INTERFACE AND INTERACTION

6.1 Interface
We design a system interface with two visual analysis modules, namely, monitoring and exploring modules, to support users’ daily work. The major consideration is that users’ daily work has two operation modes: monitoring and exploring. The two modes have different requirements in data presentation and interactive analysis. In the monitoring mode, users are required to observe the current electromagnetic situation. Thus, an intuitive and up-to-date presentation of necessary information related to the overall situation and signal distribution is required. Users switch to the exploring mode when any abnormal clue is observed. In this mode, they need to analyze relevant SigData and SpeData carefully for in-depth understanding. The interface at this time should present rich contextual information from multiple perspectives and support flexible interactions. This design can avoid stacking excessive information in one interface and can support dual-screen display with necessary software and hardware.

6.1.1 Monitoring Module
The monitoring module helps users perceive the overall electromagnetic situation (R3) and the integral distribution of radio signals in the monitoring frequency band (R4). This module consists of a situation monitoring view that visualizes the results of situation assessment in the latest period and a signal monitoring view that visualizes the results of signal clustering in the same period. The two views are periodically animated to support the continuous monitoring and inspection with a default update interval of 10s. Many design considerations and design alternatives are detailed in the supplementary material of this paper.

**Situation monitoring view** adopts the design idea of level-progressive heatmap to present an overview of the current electromagnetic situation and its recent change trend (Figure 4(b)). The design is manifested from two aspects, namely, gradual progresses in time and frequency.

The current situation is what users are most concerned about. Users wish to observe recent situation changes simultaneously (e.g., usually in the last 2–3min). We divide the y-axis timeline of the view into two levels, namely, major and auxiliary. The major level occupies a large vertical space at the top of the y-axis to show the current situation. The remaining y-axis space is evenly divided into 10 small segments to display the recent situations as the auxiliary level. The default setting of the time interval of a segment is 10s. Hence, the current situation can be easily perceived in the major level. Continuous small segments in the auxiliary level use a limited vertical screen space to reveal the situation’s change trend.

Users wish to highlight high-risk frequency sub-bands. We equally divide this view’s x-axis that represents the monitoring band into cells from left to right. A cell represents a frequency sub-band with a default interval of 1 MHz. The color of a cell represents the situation level of the relevant sub-band generated by situation assessment. Colors are encoded with five levels following the rule that a high risk is presented in a vibrant color. We also use a linear interpolation to handle the color transition between cells. This interpolation represents the possible uncertainty of situation level in the boundary frequencies among adjacent sub-bands. Overall, this view provides an intuitive heatmap-based visualization with rich levels of details on time and frequency.
Signal monitoring view depicts the distribution of all signals in time and frequency as well as the time-varying patterns of the signals’ characteristics. As stated in C2, this view involves two design challenges, namely, (1) how to produce a continuous distribution visualization by using characterized and discretized SigData and (2) how to present the time-varying patterns of a signal’s four basic characteristics simultaneously.

Inspired by a river metaphor [5, 26, 40, 43], we create a new signal time-frequency (STF) diagram to address the two design challenges (Figure 4(c)). The diagram’s x-axis shows the monitored frequencies from left to right, and the y-axis represents the time period consistent with the situation view from top to bottom. This layout is commonly used in the spectrum time-frequency diagram, which our target users are accustomed to. Inside the diagram are ribbon-like rivers, each of which represents a radio signal obtained through signal clustering. The number of these ribbon-like rivers indicates how many signals are in communication. A river is composed of a series of quadrilaterals sequentially arranged along with time. A quadrilateral encodes the four means of four basic characteristics of the SFVs of a signal in a time span with a default interval of 1s.

As shown in Figure 4(d), for a quadrilateral in a river, the x-axis position of its center line represents the mean of center frequency. The width represents the mean of bandwidth. The color of its left sub-area divided by the center line represents the mean of signal strength, and the color of its right sub-area represents the mean of SNR. For the colors of the two sub-areas, the more saturated the color is, the larger the corresponding value is. Moreover, a time interruption may occur in the corresponding river if a signal does not have sufficient SFVs (five by default) within a time span. The center line of the corresponding river of a signal is highlighted in red color when it is a newly found unauthorized signal.

In short, the river visualization design of the STF diagram can roughly depict the continuous distribution of all radio signals in time and frequency from a global view. It can present the time-varying patterns of a signal’s four basic characteristics from a local view. Moreover, it fits users’ mental map well because the river metaphor provides a similar visual perception experience as the spectrum time-frequency diagram commonly used in SpeData analysis.

6.1.2 Exploring Module

The exploring module aims to help users determine the root causes of communication anomalies and understand high-risk situations (R5). To provide rich contextual information, one information bar and four visualization views are designed in this module to present SigData and SpeData from multiple perspectives. The information bar at the top of this module describes the time period and frequency band being investigated, the number of SFVs in the original SigData, and the number of signals discovered by signal clustering. The four visualization views occupy the majority of the area of this view from top to bottom, with a compact and vertical layout. To facilitate a joint and comparative analysis, all four views use frequency as the x-axis and focus the data exploration on the same range of time and frequency.

Situation exploring view shows the situation information of the currently explored time period and frequency band (Figure 5(a)). Its visualization design is roughly similar to the situation monitoring view in the monitoring module, except that its time y-axis is not level progressive.

Signal exploring view is the major view in this module for interactive analysis of SigData (Figure 5(b)). An STF diagram is still used in this view. However, a new visualization mode (scatter mode) and additional interactions are provided. The scatter mode visualizes SigData via a scatterplot, in which a dot represents an SFV. This mode supports multi-perspective visualization of SigData. First, its y-axis can switch to time, bandwidth, strength, or SNR depending on the users’ analytical requirements. Second, this mode provides three encoding styles, namely, full, signal-oriented, and noise-oriented styles. The three encoding styles are introduced as follows.

The full style displays all SFVs of SigData in the currently investigated time period and frequency band. In Figure 6(a), dots with the same color are SFVs that belong to the same cluster classified by signal clustering. The gray dots are noise SFVs identified by signal clustering. This style shows all SFVs at the same time, but it often suffers from severe visual clutter because of the overlapping of noise and normal SFVs.

The signal-oriented style highlights SFV clusters and reduces the impact of noise SFVs on cluster observation. In Figure 5(b) and Figure 6(b), an SFV cluster, also called a signal, is represented by an ellipse with a light gray contour and a gradient inner color. The contour is generated by
applying marching squares, and the gradient inner color is obtained based on the SFV density distribution of the cluster estimated through kernel density estimation. For noise SFVs, we use a random sampling with a 10% default sampling rate to reduce the number of noise SFVs displayed in the scatter. The reserved noise SFVs are drawn with gray dots, roughly depicting the noise distribution. The noise-oriented style is designed to help users analyze the impacts of noise SFVs on radio communication. In this style, SFV clusters are represented by transparent areas with gray contours, as shown in Figure 6(c). Meanwhile, noise SFVs without sampling are represented by red dots to highlight the noise distribution. The higher the transparency of a dot is, the higher the strength of the noise SFV is.

Figure 6. Three encoding styles of the STF diagram with the scatter visualization mode: (a) full style where the x-axis is the frequency and the y-axis is the bandwidth, (b) signal-oriented style where the x-axis is the frequency and the y-axis is the bandwidth, and (c) noise-oriented style where the x-axis is the frequency and the y-axis is the time. The scatter mode allows users to set the dimension shown on the y-axis.

Spectrum time-frequency view and spectrum amplitude-frequency view are for the joint analysis of SigData and SpeData in this module (Figure 5(c−d)). SpeData is a primitive data source in RMM. It facilitates situation understanding and performs well in the verification of signal clustering results. The two views are designed based on traditional spectrum time-frequency and amplitude-frequency diagrams. The time-frequency view shows all spectrum frames in SpeData. The y-axis displays the time (i.e., the frame number) from top to bottom. The x-axis uses small and dense color dots to show the signal amplitudes of all the frequencies in a frame from left to right. The brighter the color is, the larger the amplitude is. The amplitude-frequency view, whose x-axis is the frequency and y-axis is the amplitude, uses a line chart to visualize the amplitude variation of a frame in frequency, and it also employs a scatterplot to present the SFVs in SigData corresponding to the frame. This design allows users to directly compare the two kinds of data in a single view. In addition, the two views use a dark background. This condition meets users’ habits of observing SpeData and distinguishes the two views from the white background adopted by the views showing SigData.

6.2 Interaction

The system features a set of interactions to help users easily and effectively conduct situation monitoring and data exploration (R6). View updating. The system supports two view updating manners. Automatic updating occurs in the monitoring module to display the latest situation and signal information. Coordinated updating occurs in the views in the same module via interactions. For example, in the exploring module, users can select a frame in the time-frequency view to observe its detailed amplitudes in the amplitude-frequency view.

Module connection. In the monitoring module, users can draw a rectangle in the situation monitoring view or signal monitoring view to select the high-risk sub-bands or signals of interest. After double-clicking the rectangle, the relevant SigData and SpeData are loaded into the exploring module for the subsequent analysis.

Interactive adjustment of clustering results. The signal exploring view provides signal merging and signal splitting interactions to help users adjust the signal clustering results. The signal merging interaction enables users to merge two signals into one on the basis of their observation of the clustering results and corresponding SpeData. The signal splitting interaction enables users to mark a group of selected SFVs as a new signal.

Parameter settings. The system provides a control panel to allow users to set the parameters required for system operations, as shown in Figure 4(a). These parameters primarily include the parameters of signal clustering, the situation updating time interval, the frequency interval of situation calculation, and the weight of each situation assessment index.

7 Evaluation

We evaluated the system through a signal clustering experiment, a case study, and a user interview. The entire evaluation process was accomplished in collaboration with two target users, namely, a manager and a radio supervisor in a radio administration bureau, who can provide professional insights into data analysis.

7.1 Signal Clustering Experiment

We used two real-world SigData sets to verify the effectiveness of the proposed signal clustering method. The first set (SData1) is the SigData in the band of 930−965 MHz collected from 15:11:08 to 15:30:22 on April 7, 2016, with an average of 403 SFVs per second. The second set (SData2) is the SigData in the band of 935−955 MHz collected from 11:28:10 to 12:11:29 on July 5, 2016, with an average of 257 SFVs per second. To obtain the ground truth of signal clustering, we invited the two users to perform manual signal identification. Considering the scenario of real-time monitoring, our experiment was conducted at 10s and 60s time intervals, which are often used in actual work. With SData1 and 10s interval as an example, we performed signal clustering for 116 times on SData1 as its time span is 1154s. We used DBSCAN and FDP as the reference algorithms in our comparative analysis. DBSCAN and FDP are important methods that we referred to when designing our method. In DBSCAN, the parameter $\varepsilon$ was determined with the method in [33, 46], and the parameter $MinPts$ used the empirical value of 4. In FDP, the parameter $dc$ was set through empirical experience (i.e., the distance $dij$ between all SFVs was arranged in an ascending order and the first 2% was used as the $dc$ value), and the number of clustering centers was determined according to the signal numbers obtained by our method. We collected the accuracy and recall rates of each clustering and used the average accuracy and recall rates as our experimental result.

The experimental result (Table 1) showed that our clustering method performed better than DBSCAN and FDP in terms of average accuracy and recall rates. With regard to average time, DBSCAN was time consuming because of the calculation complexity of $\varepsilon$, whereas our method presented a high running efficiency. FDP had a low running time, but the time spent on manually determining the number of clustering centers was not counted in the experiment. With regard to the data quantity of the two experiment data sets, our method only required 1−2s and 4−5s for 10s and 60s intervals, respectively. Overall, our method achieved a good efficiency and accuracy, and met the requirements of real-time situation monitoring on the two data sets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Interval</th>
<th>Avg precision</th>
<th>Avg recall</th>
<th>Avg time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DBSCAN</td>
<td>FDP</td>
<td>Ours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SData1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10s</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60s</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SData2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10s</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60s</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moreover, our method identified a small number of signals that were not included in the ground truth (see the analysis of RISK1 and RISK2 in the case study). The users confirmed that the signals could not be easily distinguished through manual SpeData observation. In addition, our
7.2 Case Study

Our case study used SDa1 whose frequency band (932–962 MHz) is at microwave frequencies and can be used for Global System for Mobile Communication (GSM). The monitoring moment was 15:18:08 on April 7, 2016, and the situation updating interval was set to 10s. The frequency unit of situation calculation was 1 MHz. The weights of the indexes ALL_FRE_OPV (All signals’ frequency occupancy) and NO_PER (the proportion of noise SFVs to all SFVs) were set to 0.1, the weights of the five AU indexes were set to 0.075, and the weights of the five UN indexes were set to 0.085.

**Perception of the overall situation and signal time-frequency distribution.** The first step in the case study was to perceive the overall situation and the distribution of detected radio signals in the monitoring module. The situation monitoring view in Figure 4(b) intuitively presents the current situation and its changes in the last 2min, during which the entire band had a superior overall situation and a relatively stable trend. However, three sub-bands, namely, 943–947 MHz (RISK1), 952–954 MHz (RISK2), and 956–958 MHz (RISK3), had high-risk situation levels. The STF diagram in the signal monitoring view uses the river visualization mode to clearly depict the time-frequency distribution and time-varying patterns of all radio signals, as shown in Figure 4(c). Several interesting clues related to the three risks can be found in the STF diagram. In the sub-bands around RISK1, three unauthorized signals, namely, U1, U2, and U3, were intermittent and had very low SNR values. Around RISK2, we found that the authorized signal A23 had a swinging center frequency and a slight overlap with its nearest signal. Around RISK3, the authorized signal A24 had the largest bandwidth in the band and a stable center frequency, but its strength and SNR were low. An obvious communication interruption lasting for 30s occurred around 15:17:00 on this signal. To determine the root causes of the three risks and gain an in-depth situation understanding, we selected the three relevant sub-bands as research objects in conducting a detailed data exploration in the exploring module in the subsequent steps.

**Situation understanding of RISK1.** We analyzed the RISK1-related SigData and SpeData (943–947 MHz and 15:16:28 to 15:18:08) in the exploring module. We set the STF diagram in the signal exploring view with the scatter visualization mode and the full style where the x-axis is the frequency and the y-axis is the SNR. As shown in Figure 7(a), three unauthorized signals were marked with U1, U2, and U3, respectively. All SFVs of the three signals had low SNR values and were almost covered by a large number of gray-noise SFVs. We observed the spectrum time-frequency view (Figure 7(b)). Most of the authorized signals were clearly presented by bright vertical ribbons. However, no obvious ribbon was observed at the frequencies of the three unauthorized signals. We further observed the spectrum amplitude-frequency view (Figure 7(c)). The amplitudes at the frequencies of the three signals were low. All of the above visualization results validated the low strength/SNR features of the three unauthorized signals. The users stated that such weak signals were difficult to identify via manual observation of SpeData in traditional spectrum diagrams. They also confirmed that the use of SigData and the prototype system could help them identify the existence of weak signals and the impact of these signals.

**Situation understanding of RISK2.** We analyzed the RISK2-related SigData and SpeData (952–954 MHz and 15:16:28 to 15:17:58) in the exploring module. We first set the STF diagram in the signal exploring view with the signal-oriented style where the x-axis is the frequency and the y-axis is the bandwidth. As shown in Figure 8(a), the authorized signal A23 had two SFV clusters marked as A23-1 and A23-2. The two sub-signals had completely different center frequencies and bandwidths. We then switched the y-axis of this view to time (Figure 8(b)). The two sub-signals lasted for the entire time period. We further observed the spectrum time-frequency view (Figure 8(c)). Two bright overlapping ribbons were noted at the frequencies of A23-1 and A23-2. The users explained that the series of visualization results demonstrated that the A23 signal might be an unstable frequency division multiplexing signal. Frequency division multiplexing (FDM) technology has an inherent defect, that is, the amplifiers used by FDM signals may show nonlinear distortion, thereby leading to signal overlap and inter-channel interference. The users suggested that the A23-1 and A23-2 sub-signals can be regarded as two separate signals for completing the same communication task. We therefore selected the SFVs in the A23-2 sub-signal and performed a signal splitting operation to interactively adjust the signal clustering result. As shown in Figure 8(d), the original A23-2 sub-signal was marked as A25 with a different color. The users confirmed that our signal clustering method can identify the multiplexing signal, and our situation model can indicate the instability of the signal.
Q1: Are you satisfied with the signal clustering method? Both target users were generally satisfied with the proposed signal clustering method. “Overall, the method is accurate and efficient. I am particularly satisfied with the using of time, signal strength, and SNR in this method.” The manager commented. “Traditional methods generally only consider center frequency and bandwidth for clustering, which cannot bring about ideal results.” The supervisor said, “This method seems potent to address the problem of uneven signal distribution. And I like the immediate visualization and interactive adjustment of clustering results.”

Q2: Are you satisfied with the situation assessment model? The users confirmed that the situation assessment model was devised by considering their experience. According to the manager, “This attempt has two praiseworthy points: one is to verify the feasibility of using signal data in daily work. The other is to demonstrate the important role of visual analysis in situation awareness.” The supervisor added, “I appreciate the model provides rich settings and a flexible structure for adding new indexes. And the qualitative processing is impressive. It facilitates visual situation perception and enhances the operability of the assessment model.”

Q3: Is the interface intuitive and easy to use? The users agreed that the visualizations and interactions were carefully designed to fit their mental maps and operation habits. “Overall, the interface looks very intuitive and comfortable.” According to the supervisor, “I believe most supervisors can get started quickly.” The manager praised, “This two-module interface is thoughtful and in line with our daily work.”

Q4: Is the interface informative and helpful? The users confirmed that the interface was informative and helpful. “Signal river visualization is very impressive. It significantly improves the abilities of information presentation and interactive analysis of traditional spectrum time-frequency diagram.” The manager commented, “I look forward to seeing this visualization become a standard tool for interactive signal data analysis.” The supervisor affirmed that the situation visualization will definitely improve their working efficiency, especially for those new supervisors without much experience. The manager appreciated that we provided a joint analysis environment for SigData and SpeData. He said, “This is exactly what I want, the complementarity and mutual verification of these two kinds of data in actual work are very necessary.”

Q5: Which part can be further improved? We encouraged the target users to give improvement suggestions. For the interface, they suggested that the system should provide the viewing functions of raw data and authorized signal library. The manager suggested, “Signal data may have more data fields, such as modulation type and geographic information.” Regarding the signal clustering method, the manager commented, “Actually, signal data can be seen as the result of signal clustering on spectrum data. Now since your signal clustering takes a step further, we need to consider the possibility of integrated multi-stage clustering.”

Q6: How much are you looking forward to this system? The target users encouraged us to continue improving this prototype system. The manager confirmed that they will try our prototype system. They will also cooperate with us to involve more staff to perform an in-depth user study. Looking ahead to the future, the manager said, “This study boosts our confidence to apply signal data and visual analysis technologies in radio monitoring and management.” He added, “I hope you can address more challenging problems, such as a wide frequency band and a large data scale, particularly complex signals like frequency hopping/spread/multiplexing signals, and newer communication technologies like 4G and even 5G.”

8 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the limitations and future work of this study.

We discuss the potential scalability issue of our visualization design on frequency and time domains. For frequency visualization, we mainly consider the following two aspects. (1) Spectrum sensing equipment have a core component called digital down converter (DDC), which is responsible for translating radio signals from high frequencies (e.g., GHz) to intermediate frequencies (e.g., MHz) in order to simplify the subsequent processing stages (e.g., amplification and demodulation). Generally, the real-time processing capability of a DDC is limited to a certain bandwidth (e.g., 36 MHz). (2) Our scenario focuses on monitoring important signals in real time and maintaining their normal communication within a certain area. Most voice and video communication signals occupy a relatively narrow frequency band of less than 50 MHz. For example, a GSM signal occupies a maximum of 30 MHz frequency band. In our case study, the monitoring band ranged from 932–962 MHz, which fully covered our target GSM signal. In terms of time visualization, our target users confirmed that showing the relevant data within the recent 2–3min is sufficient to make a quick decision in their daily work. To sum up, the proposed visualization design of frequency and time domains is in line with the users’ requirements. The interface does not often encounter the serious issue of visual scalability in the target scenario. However, our target users stated that many scenarios are required for the analysis of long-term data and wide frequency bands in RMM. The interface would certainly encounter serious visual clutter if it is directly applied to such scenarios. A potential solution is to design a hierarchical visual analysis framework.

Several parameters of the proposed signal clustering method and situation assessment model are currently set based on our experimental experience. Although users can interactively adjust these parameters, this process remains a potential problem in practical use. We plan to try intelligent recommendation methods to assist users in setting optimal parameters. Moreover, the clustering method currently performs well in constant signal identification. However, it still needs to be improved when it is applied to complex signals, such as frequency hopping, spread spectrum, and time division multiplexing signals. This improvement may require the integration of information from SpeData.

The color encoding of the signal exploring view is a bit difficult to decide (Figure 5(b)). The common manner of visualizing a clustering result is to encode the clusters with different colors. However, many clusters/signals are to be shown in this view. This view will become cluttered if the colors of the clusters are highly differentiated. Therefore, we provide two options for users to choose from based on their preferences. The first option is to encode the authorized signals with cool colors and the unauthorized signals with warm colors. The second option is to encode all signals with the same color, as shown in Figure 6(c).

The interface can also be further improved. We plan to design a functional view to visualize the specific calculated values of situation assessment indexes. In this way, the interface can construct a three-level visualization mode that supports the integral risk analysis from the situation levels to the situation indexes and then to the relevant SpeData and SigData. In addition, we plan to add other features to the interface, such as viewing functions for raw data and an AU signal library. Moreover, although the users affirmed the practical value of our approach, the level of aid that our approach can provide to actual work remains unclear. We need to conduct further user studies and evaluation verifications.

9 Conclusion

This study proposed an improved clustering method based on DBSCAN and FDP to process SigData, a novel STF diagram for the interactive exploration of radio signals, and a visual analysis prototype system for assessing, perceiving, and understanding electromagnetic situations. Evaluations on real-world data sets and an interview with actual users were conducted to verify the effectiveness of the proposed visual analysis prototype system. This study is a preliminary attempt to introduce visual analysis technologies into electromagnetic situation awareness. This work also demonstrates the usability of conducting a joint analysis of SigData and SpeData for RMM. We hope that the visualization and interaction design of the STF diagram can fulfill similar interactive analysis tasks of time-varying multidimensional data in other scenarios. We also hope that our situation awareness solution will inspire a wide range of relevant studies and applications.
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